
 ○ Power and security in one standalone product

 ○ Patented cord reel technology

 ○ 360° sensor placement for optimal wire management

 ○ Diagnostic sensor lights

 ○ Battery back-up for constant security signal

 ○ Mounts to any surface without the need for tools

The "All In One" display was designed with versatility in 
mind. The hassle-free, no-tool installation gives you the 
ability to create permanent or temporary displays for 
smartphones, portable media players and handheld 
gaming devices anywhere.  

Whether you want the flexibility to add or subtract 
positions as your merchandise changes or respond 
to marketing events with an easy to install temporary 
solution, the "All In One" provides the answer.

Industry's leading 
cord reel technology
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All in One

Securing
○ Phones ○ Portable Media Players ○ Handheld Gaming Devices

Power and Alarm Capabilities
In addition to the external power supply, 
the "All In One" includes a battery back-up 
to ensure constant product security. 

The sensor LED is illuminated blue to 
indicate the display is "armed" and the 
product is secured. A red flashing LED 
and audible alarm indicates product 
tampering.

Tamper sensors on the base of the  
"All In One" ensure that the unit itself is 
secured from removal.
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 ○ Supports all existing 5 volt products
 ○ Charge at rest technology
 ○ Display any number of products  
anywhere you like

 ○ 360° sensor placement optimizes  
wire management
 ○ Simple to install 

Color and Mounting Options
Black with thread  K-1156-104
Black with adhesive  K-1157-104
White with thread  K-1156W-104
White with adhesive  K-1157W-104

The "All In One" unit is virtually 
invisible when looking at the 
product in front view. 

Interchangeable secondary security 
sensors for devices with removable 
battery covers provides additional 
protection without interfering with 
product demonstration.  
(sold separately)

The versatile design integrates 
easily with your fixtures whether 
you choose the self-adhering or 
threaded snout attaching method.
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